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1. Introduction

The Cambodian justice system has failed. Despite the UNTAC intervention and 15 years of aid to legal and judicial reform, in 2007 the primary functions of the courts continue to be to:

- Persecute political opponents and other critics of the government
- Perpetuate impunity for state actors and their associates
- Protect the economic interests of the rich and powerful

During a visit to Cambodia last year, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Louise Arbour, described court reform as “the single most important area” in which the country needs to make progress. Yet despite repeated public pledges by the Royal Cambodian Government of its commitment to judicial and legal reform, and millions of dollars invested by foreign donors in reform programs since 1992, there has been no progress whatsoever in the single most important issue affecting the courts: their lack of independence from political and financial influence.

There is no reason to believe the Cambodian government is serious about improving the country’s courts, given the extremely slow progress made over the past 15 years. It is unlikely that meaningful reforms will come without greater efforts by Cambodia’s donors to hold the government to its promises.

While legal and judicial reform is invariably touted as a key component of donor support to Cambodia, the donor community remains focused upon short-term, material indicators of progress. They consistently ignore what is actually happening in the Cambodian courts on a daily basis: where existing legislation is routinely ignored, and training courses routinely forgotten, as soon as political or financial influences come into play.

The donor community needs to wake up. It needs to recognize that while reform of the courts is undoubtedly in the best interests of the Cambodian people, it is not seen by the Cambodian government as being in its best interests. Donors need to stop measuring success by laws passed, courses conducted and courtrooms renovated, and start measuring success by the actual actions of the courts in enforcing the rule of law on a day-to-day basis.

Strengthening rule of law is, and should be seen by donors as being, essential to Cambodia’s economic, social and democratic development. The lack of progress to date seriously negates the effectiveness of donors’ aid programs as a whole, and their objectives in a host of areas - health, education, poverty reduction, economic growth, political stability.

This report examines the performance of the Cambodian judiciary since the Consultative Group (CG) donor meeting of 2-3 March 2006. It seeks to point out patterns in injustice and impunity, highlight the Cambodian government’s ongoing lack of tangible action to promote rule of law, and to urge the international community to revise its strategies in assistance to legal and judicial reform.
On February 10, 2006, opposition leader Sam Rainsy arrived back in Cambodia after a year in exile. Five days earlier he had been pardoned of an 18-month prison sentence handed down by the Phnom Penh court for supposedly defaming Prime Minister Hun Sen and Funcinpec President Prince Norodom Ranariddh. His deputy Cheam Channy had also been pardoned after a year of unlawful imprisonment by the military court, and five detained human rights activists had been released on bail a few weeks beforehand. Rainsy hailed the developments as “a new chapter in Cambodian history”, while the international community lined up to praise the Prime Minister’s actions, and to deny that they were linked to the donor meeting scheduled for March 2-3. As US Ambassador Joseph Mussomeli put it, “Hun Sen couldn’t be nice and democratic in front of one CG meeting and then revert back a few months later.”

In reality, it took only a few weeks.

The relationship between the Prime Minister’s Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) and the Funcinpec party deteriorated rapidly after the return of Rainsy. A joint call by the CPP and the Sam Rainsy Party (SRP) to reduce the two-thirds majority required to form a government was met with little enthusiasm from minority coalition partner Funcinpec, who stood to lose their toehold in power. In a speech on February 26, Hun Sen then launched a blistering attack on Funcinpec, before threatening to crack down on unnamed officials who spent money on mistresses. He said that the CPP was drafting a law to prosecute such officials, adding that the Funcinpec Minister of Women’s Affairs was afraid to draft the law, as it would anger officials in her own party. The Prime Minister’s stated intention was to “erase” the mistresses “just like a slap”. While the Prime Minister later denied to Prince Norodom Ranariddh that the remarks were a personal attack, they marked the beginning of yet another series of politically-motivated prosecutions.

As the 2006 CG meeting commenced on March 2, the National Assembly passed the constitutional amendments to establish a 50%+1 formula for government formation, and Hun Sen fired Funcinpec’s co-ministers of Interior and Defense. The following day Prince Ranariddh resigned as National Assembly President, and over the following months, numerous Funcinpec officials were removed from their posts, while the Prime Minister continued a barrage of public criticism against the party and its leader.

On September 1, the National Assembly passed the law outlawing adultery, which sets forth penalties of up to one year in prison for Cambodians caught cheating on their spouses. CPP National Assembly President Heng Samrin defended the law as being aimed at “protecting unity, strengthen harmony and mutual respect between a husband and the wife”, which contrasted with the Prime Minister’s earlier declaration that it was aimed at public officials.

---

1 The UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention found that under Cambodian and international law, the Military Court had no jurisdiction over Cheam Channy, a civilian. See UN Rules Against Imprisonment of Cheam Channy, FIDH, January 12, 2006.
2 Charles McDermid, Brave new political world unfolds, Phnom Penh Post, February 24 - March 9, 2006.
3 Yun Samean & Samantha Melamed, PM Threatens Crackdown on Mistresses, The Cambodia Daily, February 27, 2006
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With rapidly widening schisms evident in Funcinpec, Prince Ranariddh was removed from his position as President on October 18. One month later he announced the launch of the Norodom Prince Ranariddh Party (NRP). And one month later still, he was charged by the Phnom Penh Municipal Court with breach of trust, relating to alleged illegalities in the sale of Funcinpec’s former headquarters. The property had been sold in 2005 to the son-in-law of CPP spokesman and politburo member Cheam Yeap. ⁶

On March 13, 2007, Prince Ranariddh was convicted in absentia by the Phnom Penh court and given 18 months imprisonment - the same sentence handed down to Rainsy 15 months earlier (although Prince Ranariddh was additionally fined $150,000 compared to Rainsy’s $14,000). Trial judge Sao Meach was criticized for limiting the testimony and cross-examination of defense witnesses, as well as for returning with a written verdict after just 10 minutes of deliberation. The hearing was condemned by observers including the US Embassy, which expressed serious concerns about the trial’s legitimacy. ⁷

Prince Ranariddh’s conviction came just three days before the start of the 2007 Commune Election campaign started, with the NRP obviously disadvantaged by the exile of its leader, as well as further legal attacks. On the eve of the campaign, NRP Acting President Norodom Chakrapong was summoned to the Phnom Penh court for questioning about an alleged debt to the Finance Ministry. Three days later, the court announced that Prince Ranariddh had also now been charged with adultery. ⁸ Prince Ranariddh was the first person known to have been charged under the adultery law, and it is hard to escape the conclusion that it was enacted for the primary purpose of further persecuting him. ⁹ At the same time, the law is available to be used at whim against other political opponents of the CPP in the future.

While both Funcinpec and the NRP fared poorly in the Commune Elections, the NRP emerged with 425 seats to Funcinpec’s 274, despite the absence of Prince Ranariddh. It was little surprise that Funcinpec later offered to try and secure a pardon for Prince Ranariddh if he agrees to disband the NRP and rejoin his former party. Prince Ranariddh refused. ¹⁰ In October, the Appeal Court rejected Prince Ranariddh’s appeal against his conviction for breach of trust. During the hearing, prosecutor Ngeth Sarath implicitly acknowledged the political motivation behind the case by noting: “If there were no split in the [Funcinpec] party, there would also be no lawsuit.” ¹¹ Soon after the Appeal Court decision, Funcinpec once more offered that Prince Ranariddh’s legal problems would disappear if he rejoined the party; “When he returns to Funcinpec, the grief will be finished,” a party spokesman said. ¹² To date, Prince Ranariddh has refused to close down the NRP and join Funcinpec once more, but continues to seek a Royal pardon.

Recent Cambodian history is replete with examples of senior politicians being convicted in highly dubious trials, only to be pardoned at a later date as part of a political deal. This routine use of the courts as a tool of political oppression - and of pardons being granted or not granted by the government based on purely political considerations - sends the message that the rule of law does not matter in Cambodia.

---

⁷ Yun Samean & Elizabeth Tomei, Court Sentences Prince Ranariddh to 18 Months In Jail, Cambodia Daily, March 14, 2007.
⁹ At time of writing of this report, the adultery case against Prince Ranariddh had not yet gone to trial but remained pending - able to be sent to trial at any time. Meanwhile, former Funcinpec Secretary of State Khek Ravy, a relative of Prince Ranariddh, became the first person to be convicted under the adultery law. See Fergal Quinn & Lam Bopha, Adultery Law Claims First Conviction, The Cambodia Daily, October 30, 2007.
¹² Yun Samean, Ranariddh Asks King Father For Clemency In Conviction, The Cambodia Daily, October 17, 2007.
**Timeline: Politics and Prosecutions**

- **February 5, 2006**
  Sam Rainsy pardoned

- **February 26, 2006**
  Hun Sen launches attack on officials with mistresses

- **March 2-3, 2006**
  Consultative Group donor meeting

- **March 2-3, 2006**
  Constitution changed, FCP ministers sacked, Ranariddh quits

- **September 1, 2006**
  National Assembly passes law criminalizing adultery

- **December 18, 2006**
  Ranariddh charged with breach of trust against FCP

- **March 13, 2007**
  Prince Ranariddh sentenced to 18 months for breach of trust

- **March 18, 2007**
  Court announces that Ranariddh also charged with adultery

- **May 24, 2007**
  FCP offers to help pardon Ranariddh if he disbands NRP

- **November 16, 2006**
  Ranariddh forms NRP, declaring it “the new opposition party”

- **March 16, 2007**
  Commune Council Election campaign begins

- **April 1, 2007**
  Commune Council Elections; NRP beats FCP

- **October 3, 2007**
  Appeal Court upholds Ranariddh’s breach of trust conviction.
## Begging Your Pardon: Politicians before the Courts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHEN</th>
<th>VICTIM</th>
<th>PROSECUTION</th>
<th>WHAT HAPPENED NEXT?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>February 1996</strong></td>
<td>Prince Norodom Sirivudh, then Secretary General of Funcinpec.</td>
<td>Sirivudh was convicted <em>in absentia</em> by the Phnom Penh Municipal Court of plotting to kill Hun Sen, and sentenced to 10 years imprisonment. He had been arrested in November 1995, but allowed to leave the country after undertaking to live in exile, to have no involvement in politics, and not to join any movement with Sam Rainsy.</td>
<td>Sirivudh was pardoned in November 1998, as part of a deal between CPP and Funcinpec to form a coalition government. He returned to Cambodia the following year, and went on to be appointed Deputy Prime Minister and co-Minister of the Interior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>September 1997</strong></td>
<td>Srun Vong Vannak, security chief of the Khmer Nation Party (precursor to the Sam Rainsy Party).</td>
<td>Vannak was convicted by the Phnom Penh Municipal Court of murdering Kov Samuth, a brother-in-law of Hun Sen, and sentenced to 13 years imprisonment. He had been arrested in February 1997.</td>
<td>Vannak was pardoned in September 1998 after one and a half years in jail. He is now an Undersecretary of State at the Ministry of Interior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>March 1998</strong></td>
<td>Prince Norodom Prince Ranariddh, then Prime Minister and leader of Funcinpec.</td>
<td>Prince Ranariddh was convicted <em>in absentia</em> by the Military Court of conspiring to overthrow the government, and sentenced to 30 years imprisonment, as well as fined $54m for damage caused in the coup that ousted him the previous year.</td>
<td>Prince Ranariddh was pardoned three days after his trial. He returned to Cambodia, led Funcinpec in the 1998 national elections, formed a coalition with the CPP and was appointed President of the National Assembly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### March 1998
Functinpec generals Nhek Bun Chhay, Serei Kosal and Chao Sambath - although Sambath had been extra judicially executed in July 1997.\(^{14}\)

Bun Chhay, Kosal, and the late Sambath were convicted *in absentia* by the Military Court of conspiring to overthrow the government, and sentenced to 20 years imprisonment.

Bun Chhay and Kosal were pardoned in November 1998, as part of a deal between CPP and Functinpec to form a coalition government.

Nhek Bun Chhay went on to be appointed co-Minister of National Defense.

### August 2005
Cheam Channy, leading parliamentarian for the Sam Rainsy Party.

Channy was convicted by the Military Court of forming an illegal armed force, and sentenced to 7 years imprisonment.

Channy was pardoned in February 2006, together with Sam Rainsy (see below).

He has returned to politics.

### December 2005
Sam Rainsy, leader of SRP.

Rainsy was convicted *in absentia* by the Phnom Penh Municipal Court of defaming Hun Sen and Norodom Prince Ranariddh, and sentenced to 18 months imprisonment.

Rainsy was pardoned in February 2006 after writing a letter of regret to Hun Sen, then dropping a US lawsuit against him relating to the 1997 grenade massacre.\(^{15}\)

One month later the SRP supported constitutional changes that effectively negated the role of Functinpec in government.

### March 2007
Prince Norodom Ranariddh, now president of the newly-formed NRP.

Prince Ranariddh was convicted *in absentia* by the Phnom Penh Municipal Court of breach of trust, and sentenced to 18 months imprisonment.

?  

---

\(^{14}\) Cambodia: Military Court Summons Dead Man To Trial, Amnesty International, 17 March 1998  

\(^{15}\) The lawsuit had been filed in 2005 by Rainsy, two other Cambodian plaintiffs and Ron Abney, a U.S. citizen injured in the grenade attack, under the Alien Tort Claims Act and the Torture Victims Protection Act.
3. The Courts and Freedom of Expression

Following the outcry over the conviction of Sam Rainsy on defamation charges and the detention of human rights activists on charges of both defamation and incitement, Prime Minister Hun Sen stated his intention to decriminalize defamation in the run-up to the March 2006 Consultative Group meeting.\textsuperscript{16} To date defamation has not been decriminalized. Although, the National Assembly voted on May 26, 2006 to remove prison sentences for defamation, it remains a criminal offence for which people can be arrested, and subject to fines of up to $2,500 in addition to compensation. Defamation cases continue to be brought, arrests made and victims detained - in most cases for allegedly defaming or insulting individuals close to the government. Examples since March 2006 include:

- **Julio Jeldres**, biographer to retired King Norodom Sihanouk, was convicted in absentia of defaming Hun Sen by the Phnom Penh court on September 15, 2006. He was ordered to pay $2,000 in fines and $2,500 in compensation. Jeldres had been quoted in a newspaper as saying "As you know, every time Prime Minister Hun Sen makes a threat, someone gets killed or wounded by unknown gangsters.” His defense claimed that the quote was sent in an email that was not intended for publication. Prosecutor Sok Roeun stated that the email was still defamatory because it was sent to many people.

- **Sihanoukville customs official Prak Chanthy** was sentenced by the Phnom Penh court in May 2007 to eight days’ imprisonment (which had already been served) and five months probation for “insulting” the wife of Supreme Court President Dith Munty in 2002. The supposed insult took place in a telephone call between the two, and even the trial judge admitted that he did not know what was said. “Insult” remains included within the defamation provisions of the criminal code.\textsuperscript{17}

- **Mo Ravy of Phnom Penh** was arrested on May 15, 2007, for supposedly insulting CPP parliamentarian Ney Pena. She was detained by police for two nights, then questioned by the Phnom Penh court and held for a further night. Ney Pena told the media that when Ravy and her husband insulted him in a domestic dispute, he called directly to Hok Lundy, General Director of National Police, to have them arrested. He later said that the couple regretted insulting him as “they didn’t know who I was”.\textsuperscript{18}

In addition, some observers had feared that the softening of the penalties for defamation might result in an increased use of the charge of Disinformation from the same law, for which prison sentences of up to three years can still be applied. Unfortunately, this prediction appears to have been borne out.

- **Three Khmer Kampuchea Krom activists** were detained in September 2006, charged by the Phnom Penh court with disinformation for allegedly distributing leaflets critical of Hun Sen. In February 2007, the three were convicted and sentenced to six months’ imprisonment (which they had served in pre-trial detention), and released.


Also in September 2006, Dam Sith, editor-in-chief of Moneaksekar Khmer newspaper was convicted in absentia by the Phnom Penh court for both disinformation and defamation, following his publication of an article accusing Deputy Prime Minister Sok An of involvement in corruption. He was fined $2,000 for disinformation and ordered to pay $2,500 compensation to Sok An. 19

In June 2006, You Saravuth, editor of Sralanh Khmer newspaper, was sued for disinformation by Hun To, a nephew of Hun Sen. Saravuth fled the country and applied for political asylum after allegedly receiving a death threat. 20 In February 2007, the new editor of Sralang Khmer was summoned to Phnom Penh court for questioning on alleged disinformation and insults against Chiv Keng, the court director. 21

The most serious abuse of the disinformation law in this period concerned Teang Narith, a law and politics lecturer at Sihanouk Raj Buddhist University in Phnom Penh. Narith was unlawfully arrested on September 4, 2006, after teaching from a self-written book that was highly critical of Hun Sen personally and the government as a whole, accusing them of a range of crimes. After claims that Narith was suffering from a serious mental illness, the Phnom Penh Municipal court requested a psychiatric evaluation of him and a team of three psychiatrists was assigned to assess him. Leading the team was Ka Sun Baunat, director of the faculty of medicine at the University of Health Sciences and a senior advisor to CPP and Senate President Chea Sim. Baunat confirmed that he had filed a report to the Health Ministry, to be forwarded to the court, yet the report was not made available to Narith’s defense lawyer, and requests for a new evaluation were denied. 22 On February 28, 2007, Narith was sentenced to two years and six months imprisonment, and fined $1,250. The report on his mental health has still not been made available. 23

---

19 CAMBODIA: A journalist convicted for exposing alleged corruption of the deputy prime minister, AHRC, September 22, 2006
20 Editor, in exile due to death threats over critical article, granted asylum in Thailand, SEAPA/IFEX press release, September 15, 2006.
21 Prak Chan Thul, Phnom Penh Court Sues Newspaper, Editor Says, The Cambodia Daily, December 2, 2007
22 Prak Chan Thul, Teacher Denied New Psych Exam By Court Judge, The Cambodia Daily, December 6, 2006
4. The Courts and Impunity

The impunity enjoyed by powerful perpetrators of serious crimes remains the most pervasive evil affecting Cambodia today. As the UN Secretary General’s Special Representative for Human Rights in Cambodia wrote in his 2006 report to the Human Rights Council, “Impunity means that Cambodia’s citizens are not protected by law... With impunity there is no protection of human rights. Impunity is the opposite of accountability and the antithesis of the rule of law.”

The grenade attack on a demonstration led by Sam Rainsy on March 30, 1997 remains perhaps the most notorious example of impunity in post-war Cambodia. At least 16 people were killed, and many others maimed. No one has been prosecuted for the attack, which continues to have ramifications to the present day. A lawsuit against Hun Sen for the massacre filed in a New York court by Rainsy and three others was dropped when Rainsy was pardoned in February 2006 for an 18-month defamation sentence, which in turn had partly resulted from his attempts to see the attack prosecuted. Most recently, the Phnom Penh municipality ordered the removal of a memorial to the victims of the attack as part of a “development” plan for the park in which it stands, close to the scene of the attack opposite the National Assembly. National Assembly president Heng Samrin (CPP) said that the memorial should be moved because it “affects the tourists.”

Numerous other murders in recent years remain unprosecuted or unsatisfactorily prosecuted. There is overwhelming evidence to show that the men convicted of killing union leader Chea Vichea in January 2004 are not guilty (see page 16), and serious concerns exist regarding the prosecutions in the murders of Funcinpec politician Om Radsady in February 2003 and union activist Ros Sovannareth in May 2004. There also remain many high-profile assassinations for which no one has been prosecuted at all, including that of singer Piseth Pileka in July 1999, leading monk Sam Bunthoeun in February 2003, Funcinpec-affiliated radio journalist Chour Chetharith in October 2003 and most recently union leader Hy Vuthy in February 2007.

Impunity is also evident on a daily basis in the actions of powerful people who commit serious crimes, but escape punishment, often after paying financial compensation to the victims or their families. Questioned about such cases, the courts and police typically blame each other. Courts often claim that they are unable to take action without a police report or a complaint from the victim. However, under Cambodian law prosecutors are obliged to investigate any crime that comes to their attention even if they have not been informed by the police or there is no formal complaint.

---


26 Yun Samean & Lor Chandara, Governor: Grenade Attack Memorial Should Be Moved, The Cambodia Daily, June 1, 2007.

27 Law on Criminal Procedure (1993), Article 56; Ministry of Justice circular to prosecutors (1998). There is a similar but less explicit provision in the new Criminal Procedure Law (2007), which requires (Art. 44) prosecutors to open investigations in any case of a crime.
This does not, of course, excuse the police from their own responsibilities. Responding to a string of cases in 2006-07 where members of the police and armed forces went unpunished for off-duty violent crimes, Interior Ministry spokesman Lieutenant General Khieu Sopheak said that when a crime does not result in death, the suspects and victims sometimes choose to “compromise”. “As the police, when the victim agrees [to compensation], we cannot interfere,” he said, adding that prosecuting perpetrators is the responsibility of the courts.\[^{28}\] In fact, by law, a criminal offense may not be settled out of court by any arrangement. Non-compliance with this principle should be considered a miscarriage of justice and result in disciplinary measures and criminal action against the officials involved.\[^{29}\]

There have been a very few cases in the past 15 months of officials being successfully prosecuted for serious alleged wrongdoings. Mostly notably, former Phnom Penh police commissioner Heng Pov and many of his subordinates were recently convicted of a range of crimes, including the killing of Judge Sok Sethamony in 2003.\[^{30}\] If the allegations against Pov and his men are true, then the convictions are welcomed and long overdue. However, with such prosecutions clearly the exception rather than the rule, there is little to suggest that they represent any genuine attempt to end impunity; observers have noted that Pov was only prosecuted after a very public fall from government favor, thus perpetuating the principle that those who remain in power remain immune.\[^{31}\]

For example, on July 21, 2006, six of Pov’s subordinates were sentenced to 12 years imprisonment each for allegedly torturing a woman to death in police custody in June 2005, a case in which Pov was also implicated.\[^{32}\] By contrast, repeated attempts to bring three Prey Veng province policemen to trial for allegedly beating robbery suspect Eath Oeurn to death in July 2001 remain unsuccessful -a hearing scheduled for February 8, 2007, was postponed as the suspects, who remain in their positions, were “too busy” to attend the court.\[^{33}\]

It is a defining characteristic of modern Cambodia that state officials, their relatives and others under their protection still commit serious crimes, safe in the knowledge that they will go unpunished.

\[^{29}\] Law on Criminal Procedure (1993), Article 7. The new Criminal Procedure Law (2007) maintains this principle, stating (Article 75) that judiciary police may not close a criminal case, even if there has been reconciliation between the perpetrator and victim or if a complaint has been withdrawn.
\[^{30}\] Sothea Tith, Heng Pov Sentenced In Absentia to 18 Years in Jail, VOA News, 18 September, 2006
\[^{31}\] Cat Barton, Crooked cop or whistle-blower, Phnom Penh Post, August 11-24, 2006.
### Impunity in Action: Sample Cases since March 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>DETAIL</th>
<th>PROSECUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17 March 2006</td>
<td>While attending a wedding in Phnom Penh, police officer Kim Vanthon shoots the groom in the chest in a dispute over sauce, seriously injuring him. Municipal Police Commissioner Touch Naruth says the perpetrator will be punished by unspecified “police discipline”.</td>
<td>None known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 March 2006</td>
<td>Kandal villager Pao Rom dies in police custody with injuries suggesting torture. A police committee report concluded she committed suicide, but her body was observed to have serious bruises, burns and internal injuries. Police later informed LICADHO that three officers had been given unspecified “administrative punishment”.</td>
<td>None known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 March 2006</td>
<td>Kandal villager Khat Thoeun dies in police custody with injuries suggesting serious torture. Police claim the death resulted from a mob attack, but witnesses said he was not seriously injured prior to his arrest. Police later informed LICADHO that one officer had been reassigned to a police personnel office.</td>
<td>A civilian was briefly arrested in the killing, then released. No action known against any police officer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 April 2006</td>
<td>Eight-month-pregnant robbery suspect Khem Nim was allegedly shackled and kicked in the face and stomach by a commune police chief. The suspect was transferred to Pursat provincial police headquarters while the case was investigated. The victim was later paid $625 and withdrew her complaint.</td>
<td>The case was closed after the victim withdrew her complaint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 April 2006</td>
<td>An unnamed RCAF officer shoots a karaoke singer in the hand in a Phnom Penh nightclub. Municipal Police Commissioner Touch Naruth later claims the gun accidentally fired when the officer was spinning it around his finger, and that he is receiving “punishment”. The victim was paid $3,500 in compensation.</td>
<td>None known.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 April 2006</td>
<td>Tuy Sopheak, son of the secretary of state for Rural Development, injures two people in a hit-and-run. He drives the government-owned SUV for a further 2km before being stopped by their motorbike, which is still jammed underneath the car. He is detained but released after one hour. He later offers $1,500.</td>
<td>None known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 April 2006</td>
<td>Two men, reportedly members of Hun Sen’s bodyguard unit, are shot dead in Kandal. Police claim that they were killed by fellow guards in a dispute over a beer promotion girl. Kandal deputy police chief Kim Rith explains that “they are RCAF soldiers, the victims’ commanders will handle this case by themselves”.</td>
<td>None known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 April 2006</td>
<td>Two soldiers from RCAF’s Brigade 70 shoot a Phnom Penh beer promotion girl in the foot for being too slow to bring them ice. They are arrested by military police but released hours later by their commander. A representative of the commander says the victim will be paid $500 compensation by the brigade.</td>
<td>None known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 May 2006</td>
<td>A truck belonging to RCAF’s Brigade 70 kills a 12-year old boy and injures a 10-year old in a hit-and-run in Kompong Speu. The brigade later pays $700 to the family of the dead boy and $300 to the injured boy. Defense Minister Tea Banh says the driver will be punished “according to the rules of the military”.</td>
<td>None known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 June 2006</td>
<td>RCAF officer Siv Vuthy allegedly crashes his SUV into a group of civilians while drunk, killing three and injuring six. The suspect was treated for injuries at a private hospital, but had reportedly left by the time police arrived. His family agreed to pay for the medical treatment of the six survivors.</td>
<td>None known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 July 2006</td>
<td>Phnom Penh Municipal police lieutenant Chea Borith shoots a 21-year old student three times in the back, after the student knocked into his car on a motorbike. The perpetrator was arrested for one day, then released without charge. He paid compensation of $5,200.</td>
<td>None known.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 September 2006</td>
<td>Pursat court releases three men who had been caught with the skin and bones of a clouded leopard and 5kg of protected deer meat. A forestry official claims they were released on bail after the judge “got repeated phone calls from senior government officials’ bodyguards, assistants and wives”.</td>
<td>No further action known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 November 2006</td>
<td>Tev Sarak, whose father owns a large gas station in Phnom Penh, allegedly shoots and injures three men visiting the station, following an argument. A station security guard is also implicated in the shooting. The victims are later paid $1,000-1,700 compensation each.</td>
<td>None known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 November 2006</td>
<td>District police officer Saom Chea allegedly shoots and seriously wounds two Sam Rainsy Party activists in Prey Veng, during an argument over land. His son allegedly threatens the victims with a grenade. Although the shooting takes place close to a border police post, the suspects are not arrested.</td>
<td>A court investigation was begun, but the suspects had fled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-13 November 2006</td>
<td>Three policemen, including the son of a deputy district governor, accused of repeatedly raping a mentally-impaired 12-year-old girl over a three-day period in a Siem Reap commune police post. The deputy district governor admitted his son’s guilt and said he had offered $500 compensation to prevent a trial.</td>
<td>After four months the court issued arrest warrants. The suspects had long since disappeared.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 December 2006</td>
<td>Villager Sour Sdoeung was tortured to death in military police custody in Kompong Thom. Provincial police confirmed the torture took place, but the family of the victim withdrew their complaint after being paid $750 compensation. Five military police were later reassigned to the provincial headquarters.</td>
<td>Police claimed to have sent the case to court, accusing two suspects. The court said the victim did not answer a summons to be interviewed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 February 2007</td>
<td>Four men, including the son of the Interior Ministry land border department director, are arrested for the murder of military police officer Vai Pheakdei. On April 2, the court reduces the charges to “conspiracy in an unintentional killing” and releases all four men on bail, with no security deposit required.</td>
<td>No further action known.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 March 2007</td>
<td>Two private school teachers cut three fingers off the hand of an 11-year old boy they suspect of stealing a plastic bucket. The men were arrested and held in pre-trial detention until 25 April 2007, when they were released by the Phnom Penh Municipal Court after reportedly paying $1,000 compensation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 March 2007</td>
<td>About 20 local police and other officials raid a group of villagers who are allegedly fishing illegally (by using electrical devices) in Chantrea district, Svay Rieng province. The villagers flee and the officials open fire at them from behind; one man is killed and another wounded. One policeman is briefly arrested regarding the unnecessary use of force, but released.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 April 2007</td>
<td>A district police officer in Kompong Siem, Kompong Cham province fire gunshots at two fishermen casting nets into a canal, hitting one of them in the head and killing him instantly. The policeman accuses the survivor of fishing with electrical devices, which he denies, and then walks off. The policeman subsequently pays $3,000 to the victim’s family, and is not arrested or charged.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 April 2007</td>
<td>Sorn Bun Cheouen, director of Ratanakiri’s labor department, allegedly beats up a beer promotion girl while drunk at a karaoke parlor. He denies the accusations but apologizes to the victim, and agrees to pay her $250 plus the cost of her hospital treatment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 April 2007</td>
<td>Four armed, off-duty police officers are arrested in Kandal for pistol-whipping two men following a drunken argument. Kien Svay district police chief Pa Sam Ith says the officers paid $1,500 compensation to the victims and were released without charge four days later.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 April 2007</td>
<td>Five fisheries officers shoot dead three ethnic Vietnamese, including a pregnant woman, in Pursat province. The fisheries officers claim they acted in self-defense, but eyewitnesses say they opened fire without provocation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

53 The Court Released Criminals Who Cut The Fingers From A Trash-Collecting Boy, Rasmei Kampuchea, April 30, 2007
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31 May 2007</td>
<td>Chea Sambath, son of Kampot province customs director Som Sokha, injures a street cleaner in a hit-and-run in his father’s Land Cruiser in Phnom Penh. The chief of municipal traffic police says the perpetrator will not be arrested, as his family agrees to cover the victim’s medical costs.</td>
<td>None known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 August 2007</td>
<td>Two police officers allegedly rape a 15-year-old girl in Kompong Thom province. The victim’s family complains to the commune police chief, who attempts to end the case by negotiating a 750,000 riels ($187) payment to them by the perpetrators. Dissatisfied, the family complains several weeks later to a human rights organization, which assists them to continue their complaint. Three weeks after the rape, the commune police were still completing their investigation report, and the suspects had fled.</td>
<td>Case believed to have been sent to court, but the two policemen had escaped by then.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 August 2007</td>
<td>A CPP village chief in Siem Reap province allegedly beats a SRP member after an argument. The village chief later claims he had acted in self-defense, but acknowledges that he had paid $300 to the SRP member to end the matter.</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 September 2007</td>
<td>Forestry officers open fire on a vehicle allegedly carrying illegal timber, killing one man, in Pursat province. According to a witness, the forestry officers opened fire on the stationary vehicle after forcing it to stop following a high-speed chase. Six forestry officers were charged with the killing, though one of them (the most senior) was not arrested and detained. The prosecutor suggested that, if the five others paid sufficient compensation to the victim’s family, they could be released on bail. Within 10 days, three of the five were released on bail. A fourth received bail on Oct 16, reportedly after the intervention of Forestry Administration chief Ty Sokun.</td>
<td>Prosecution reportedly is continuing. At time of writing, only one of the six charged forestry officers was still detained in prison.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

58 Kay Kimsong, *Street Cleaner Injured in Hit and Run by Official’s Son*, The Cambodia Daily, June 1, 2007.
Recent developments in case of Born Samnang and Sok Sam Oeun, the men falsely accused of murdering union leader Chea Vichea, highlight the continuing willingness of the courts to blatantly contravene all principles of fair trial and the rule of law, in order to perpetuate a culture of impunity.

Born Samnang and Sok Sam Oeun were convicted by the Phnom Penh Municipal Court in August 2005 of murdering Chea Vichea, a popular labor rights activist affiliated with the Sam Rainsy Party, in January 2004. Both the killing and the subsequent arrests created a national and international outcry, as it became swiftly apparent that the case against the two had been clumsily fabricated by then Phnom Penh police chief Heng Pov. The principle evidence consisted of a confession by Born Samnang, which he swiftly retracted, claiming he had been beaten by police. Multiple eyewitnesses attested that at the time of the killing, Born Samnang had been in another province altogether, while the only evidence against Sok Sam Oeun consisted of Samnang’s retracted confession.

Investigating judge Hing Thirith dismissed the charges against them, citing a lack of evidence. Days later, Thirith was sacked from the Phnom Penh court and transferred to the distant province of Stung Treng, while the charges were reinstated by Appeal Court judge Thou Mony. Born Samnang and Sok Sam Oeun languished in pre-trial detention for more than a year over the legal limit. Their eventual trial at the hands of municipal judge Kong Seth was roundly condemned by the international community and human rights groups, being labeled by the Special Representative of the UN Secretary General for Human Rights in Cambodia as a “grave injustice” which “lacked any credibility” and “disregarded fundamental principles of fair trial, such as the presumption of innocence and the impartiality of the court.”

The two had to wait a further 20 months for another day in court, after a scheduled October 2006 appeal hearing was cancelled at the last minute supposedly due to the illness of one judge. This same period also saw the fall from grace of Heng Pov, who by April 2007 was serving multiple prison sentences for serious crimes allegedly committed while chief of Phnom Penh police. By this point, even Pov himself had publicly admitted that the two men “had nothing to do with the murder”.

The appeal hearing was finally held on April 6, 2007, by a panel of three judges. At least two of them had potential conflicts of interest by having previously been involved in rulings on the case: Thou Mony, the same judge who had reinstated the charges against Born Samnang and Sok Sam Oeun in 2004, and Samreth Sophal, who denied bail to them in early 2005. Despite the presence of observers including officials from the US and Canadian embassies, the international co-prosecutor of the Khmer Rouge Tribunal and the director of the Cambodia Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, the Appeal Court hearing was a prime example of Cambodian justice at its very worst.

Thou Mony was later appointed to the Khmer Rouge Tribunal, on which he currently serves.

Both the defendants, and the witnesses for the defense, were treated in an aggressive and contemptuous manner by the judges, who appeared to be asking deliberately confusing and leading questions, and essentially assuming the role of prosecutor. By contrast, at most points of witness cross-examination by defense lawyers, the judges affected to pay no attention at all to proceedings. Judges Saly Theara and Thou Mony both took several mobile phone calls during the course of the hearing, and at one point during defense witness testimony, presiding judge Saly Theara simply left the courtroom without explanation for several minutes, while testimony continued in his absence.

At the close of the hearing, prosecutor Pann Kim Lean made a remarkable statement, acknowledging that there were gaps in the police investigation, and calling for a re-investigation to find “the real killers”. The acknowledgement by the prosecution of the failure to prove its case after three years of investigation provided clear legal grounds for the immediate acquittal of the two accused. The hearing, however, was adjourned for a further six days.

On April 12, the verdict was finally delivered - the court opening before the scheduled time of 7:30 am, and finishing by 7:40. Neither the accused nor their lawyers were present. Despite the prosecutor’s admission that the evidence was insufficient, the guilty verdicts were upheld. As the Municipal Court had done before, the Appeal Court rejected the alibi testimony provided in court by multiple defense witnesses, instead accepting the written statements of prosecution witnesses who had never appeared before any court - another breach of Cambodian law - while refusing to consider a new written statement by the only confirmed eyewitness, attesting that the two men were not the killers.

As of November 2007, Born Samnang and Sok Sam Oeun are still serving 20-year prison sentences for a crime they did not commit, while the murderers of Chea Vichea continue to enjoy impunity.

□□□
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The judiciary continues to play a key role in protecting the economic interests of the rich and powerful, in particular relating to land and natural resources.

Despite a series of promises by Prime Minister Hun Sen to release villagers imprisoned in land disputes, the courts continue to regularly charge, detain and convict people for offences related to land disputes, often when the ownership of the land in question has yet to be legally decided. Similarly patterns of intimidation are seen in the courts’ treatment of citizens involved in other natural resource disputes. There are numerous examples, including:

- **In March 2006**, nine community activists were detained after protesting an illegal land grab in Pailin, while a community representative was detained in Banteay Meanchey after representing 128 families in a land dispute with military officers.

- **In May 2006**, a community representative in Siem Reap was charged with property destruction following a peaceful demonstration against land-grabbing that was violently broken up by police. The disputed land is claimed by a senior monk supported by Supreme Patriarch Tep Vong. At trial in October 2007, the community representative, So Socheat, was convicted of property destruction and of an added charge of physical assault against a policeman; she was sentenced to eight months’ imprisonment. No evidence was presented to support the charges – in fact, the policeman in question told the court that it was not Socheat who assaulted him and damaged his property. However, the judge stated that, because she was the “ring leader” of the demonstrators, Socheat was responsible for these alleged acts committed by others.

- **In June 2006**, three village representatives in Poipet were charged with incitement after protesting land-grabbing by a local village chief.

- **In August 2006**, a community representative in Kompong Cham was charged with property destruction and detained after protesting a rubber plantation company’s clearance of disputed land, a community representative in Kandal was charged with violating private ownership and detained after protesting a company setting up fences around disputed land, and four community activists were charged with infringement of private property and detained after a violent eviction from land grabbed by military officers.

---
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• In September 2006, a community representative in Ratanakiri was arrested and placed in pre-trial detention for allegedly selling land belonging to the CPP, even though a decision about the disputed ownership of the land was still pending at the Appeal Court.  

• In November 2006, three former residents of Tonle Bassac’s village 14 were sentenced to two years imprisonment for property destruction. The prosecution case was based on testimony from one witness, who did not appear at the trial. Four defense witnesses were not called.

• In December 2006, 12 villagers in Kampot were sentenced to between six and eight years in prison each for allegedly clearing forest and claiming state land. Their lawyer claimed they had legally purchased the land in 1998, and were not involved in the clearing of the land.

• Also in December 2006, eight rubber tappers in Ratanakiri were charged with robbery and two arrested after allegedly attempting to sell their rubber at market prices, rather than at the reduced rates demanded by plantation managers.

• In March 2007, four villagers involved in a land dispute with local officials in Prey Veng were summoned to the provincial court for questioning over a confrontation in December with police, during which a 17 year old boy was shot dead by police. No summonses have been issued to police officers in connection with the shooting.

• In April 2007, 13 villagers were arrested and charged with battery with injury and damage to police property following a violent eviction by hundreds of police and soldiers in Sihanoukville. At their trial three months later, five of the villagers were acquitted and eight were convicted and sentenced to between 75 days and eight months in prison. The eight were convicted despite the fact that police officers who testified for the prosecution did not confirm that any of them had in fact committed assault or damage.

• In July 2007, three villagers were convicted by Kompong Chhang Provincial Court of using violence to infringe on private property. No evidence was presented in court to prove three had in fact used violence in any way. They were given a six-month suspended sentence, fined 1.5 million riel (US$375), and effectively lost their land as a result of the court verdict. The court ignored that the three villagers, who had used the land in question since the 1980s and were granted land titles to it in 1993, had valid

---
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ownership under the 2001 Land Law. The complaint against them was filed by a district official who, in 2005, claimed ownership of the land.\footnote{Three Cambodian villagers convicted after having their land grabbed, LICADHO, July 27, 2007; see http://www.licadho.org/articles/20070727/61/index.html}

And despite the pledges to free citizens imprisoned in such cases, at least 22 remained in prison in connection with land disputes, with arrest warrants issued against a further 23, as of mid-2007.\footnote{Unpublished LICADHO monitoring report, July 11, 2007.}

---

**THE BOEUNG PRAM LAND DISPUTE**

A long-standing land dispute in Battambang province typifies the approach of the Cambodian courts to cases involving the economic interests of the rich and powerful.

The case involves land around Boeung Pram village, Ampil Pram Daeum commune of Bavel district in Battambang, which had been settled by landless families of former soldiers, believing it to be vacant state-owned forest. However, wealthy businesspeople claimed they had purchased the land from Deng Yan, deputy commander of military Brigade 53 based in the area. Deng Yan’s right to sell the land is disputed by the families, who asked the government to give the land to them as a social land concession.

Following a complaint by the businesspeople who now claimed to own the land, community representative Chhea Ny was arrested in August 2006 and sent to Battambang prison, where he was joined in September by fellow activists Hem Lack and Mou Sabb. Two other activists, Rous Saroeun and Oeun Mao, fled and were not arrested. All five were charged with infringement against private ownership under article 253 of the 2001 Land Law, which provides for up to 2 years imprisonment and fines of up to 25m riel. This article, however, covers only instances where violence is used, of which there is no suggestion at all in Chhea Ny’s case. The charge was therefore “linked” to article 248 of the Land Law, a general article that covers non-violent occupation, but provides no penalties. There is no legal basis for such a linkage; the same tactic has been observed in many other unlawful prosecutions of land rights activists.

Chhea Ny was additionally charged with infringement of individual rights under article 57 of the UNTAC Penal Code. This article covers only “public agents, including police or military agents, who deliberately infringe upon rights of physical integrity and the inviolability of the home”, and provides for sentences of up to two years imprisonment. Ny was charged as a former soldier whose name still appears on an outdated military list. It is particularly disturbing that a law intended to prosecute impunity by state actors is instead used to prosecute a community activist threatened by powerful officials. On November 13, an appeal court hearing was heard for Chhea Ny’s application for bail. In a largely meaningless
decision, the court found that he could be granted pre-trial release on the individual rights charge but not on the private ownership charge.

At a trial on February 13, 2007, the court convicted the five villagers of using violence to infringe against the private property of others, although no evidence was presented at the trial that the defendants had in fact used violence against anyone. Chhea Ny was not present at the trial, having been transferred to prison in Phnom Penh, and repeated requests by his lawyer for him to be sent back to Battambang for the trial were ignored. Neither the plaintiffs nor any prosecution witnesses testified at the trial, preventing defense lawyers from questioning them.

Despite the lack of evidence, trial judge Pech Choeut convicted Chhea Ny and sentenced him to serve one year in prison and pay $400 compensation to the plaintiffs. Rous Saroeun and Oeun Mao, who remained at liberty, received the same sentence. The last two defendants, Hem Lack and 78-year-old Mou Sabb, who were present at the trial, were sentenced to six months’ imprisonment.

The actual ownership of the land in dispute was not resolved by the trial. The plaintiff’s lawyer acknowledged that his clients did not have land titles for the land, and in his verdict the trial judge instructed that the plaintiffs should apply to the Cadastral Commission for land titles. Yet despite this acknowledgment that the plaintiffs do not currently officially own the land, the defendants were convicted of infringing on private property.

Chhea Ny’s absence at the hearing made him eligible for a retrial, which was conducted on May 4, 2007. His lawyer provided additional evidence to demonstrate that the land in question was public state property rather than private property. He requested bail for his client, citing excessive pre-trial detention, the lack of clarity regarding the ownership of the land and the continuing cadastral office investigation into the ownership. It was refused.

On May 11, 2007, the verdict was finally announced: the charge was altered to one of destruction of public state property, and the one-year sentence changed to nine months’ imprisonment and three months suspended, suggesting that Chhea Ny would be able to walk free from the court. However, Chhea Ny remained in prison pending multiple other charges leveled against him.
6. The Courts and Corruption

The extent of corruption in Cambodia’s notoriously dishonest courts can be difficult to prove and objectively assess, as neither briber nor bribed usually admits to the offence. This has not prevented some judges from letting their guard down and admitting to receiving money from parties to cases that they have adjudicated. For example, Nil Non, the Battambang Provincial Court President and a Khmer Rouge Tribunal judge, admitted to taking money from parties in legal cases in 2002. And Tith Sothy, Takeo Provincial Court President, admitted to taking money and other gifts while President of Kompong Cham Provincial Court. “If a judge is a clever man,” said Sothy, “he can find ways to make a lot of money.”

Although the salaries for judges and prosecutors were significantly increased in 2003, ranging from $325 to $625 per month depending on position, this appears to have had little impact so far on the honesty of the courts. In a 2005 survey of 2,000 households across Cambodia, the courts came second only to the customs authority as being most dishonest, whilst providing the worst service. In a survey of 1,200 businesses conducted in 2006, the judiciary was viewed as the most corrupt public institution in the country.

There is also little doubt that judges of all stripes continue to find ways to make a lot of money. For example, despite his $325 salary, Phnom Penh municipal court judge Kong Seth claimed in 2006 to have recently completed the purchase of a plot of land in Kampot province for the sum of $250,000.

It is widely believed that judges, prosecutors and court clerks pay for their positions, and at times court and government officials have privately acknowledged this. Once in their posts, they “recoup their investment” and “squeeze money out of those who come into contact with the judicial system.”

Initiatives to prosecute and punish corruption in the judiciary have been cosmetic and temporary. In March 2005 the Prime Minister announced a widely-publicized “iron fist” campaign to crack down on corrupt judges and re-arrest the criminals they released. The campaign reached its height at an unprecedented court hearing in December 2005, when three judges, two prosecutors and two clerks from the Phnom Penh Municipal Court were convicted by the Battambang Court of taking bribes and sentenced to four-year prison terms - although none were arrested or attended the hearing. Less than two months after the 2006 CG meeting, all seven were acquitted at a retrial. A month later, eight other judges and prosecutors, who had been suspended during the “iron fist” campaign for unspecified wrongdoings, were reappointed to judicial positions.

---
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7. The Courts and Detention

Under the current law, adults may be detained before trial for up to four months and only if there is a “risk of escape or non-appearance… or if there is reason to believe that the accused will influence witnesses or the conduct of the investigation”. An additional two-month extension is possible “upon the decision of a judge setting out the reasons”.\(^93\)

In practice, this law is rarely respected. Suspects are routinely detained without consideration of their individual circumstances, and the detention extended to six months without reasons being given. Worst of all, hundreds of suspects are detained far beyond the legal six-month limit. In 2006, LICADHO recorded 307 cases of excessive pre-trial detention in the 18 prisons it monitors.

It is of grave concern that, instead of tackling the underlying causes of excessive pre-trial detention, or requiring judges to respect the law and release prisoners detained illegally, the government has instead simply increased the pre-trial detention limit to a maximum of 18 months for felonies in the new criminal procedure code passed by the National Assembly on June 7, 2007. While judges are still required to provide clear justification for each six-month period of detention, there is no reason to believe they will respect this provision - or indeed the new maximum limit - any more than they do at present.

This problem is more serious still in its application to minors, who can legally be held for only one month in misdemeanor cases and two months for felonies. At time of writing, there were at least 17 minors detained beyond the legal limits at Correctional Center 2 prison - one of whom has been excessively detained for more than 22 months.

The overcrowding in Cambodia’s prisons is further compounded by the practice of continuing to hold detainees while prosecution appeals are pending. If a prosecutor appeals a verdict by the court of first instance, the detainee remains incarcerated until the appeal court hears the case. As a consequence, detainees who have been acquitted, or convicted prisoners who have already served their prison sentences, can remain in prison for years awaiting appeal hearings. Previously a policy that was explicitly stated only in a 2003 Decision issued by the Ministry of Justice,\(^94\) it is deplorable that this practice has now been formalized into the new criminal procedure code.

These two revisions to the criminal procedures make a mockery of the assertion that new legislation necessarily equates to reform. Rather than imposing stricter conditions on a judiciary that is notorious for its disregard of the presumption of innocence, the new criminal procedures have given them yet more leeway to keep innocent and undeserving people imprisoned for increasing lengths of time.

It is of deep concern that this new criminal procedure code was drafted with considerable technical assistance from foreign donors, and that its passing is widely touted as being a positive step forward.

\(^93\) UNTAC Law (1992), Article 14.
Foreign donors and others who consider the new law to be a sign of progress might like to consider the case of Sev Tong, who was 12 years old when he was arrested in Ratanakiri province on suspicion of theft in September 2006. Despite being too young to be charged with a crime, he was placed in pre-trial detention. After eight months and six days illegally detained, he was sentenced to eight months and 10 days imprisonment. However, despite completing his unlawful sentence four days later, he continued to be held in prison - awaiting the hearing of a prosecution appeal.\footnote{Prak Chan Thul, Boy, 13, Stuck In Prison After New Appeal, The Cambodia Daily, May 30, 2007.}
On June 12, 2007, national and international judges at the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC) finally approved the internal rules of the tribunal, ending the latest impasse in the torturous quest to find justice for the victims of the Khmer Rouge. The Japanese government, largest single donor to the tribunal, said in a statement that the trials will “provide a good model for strengthening Cambodia’s judicial system”.

It is not the first time this view has been put forward. In March 2006, ECCC Press Officer Reach Sambath claimed the tribunal “will leave behind many good lessons for Cambodia, particularly the judiciary”, while ECCC Public Affairs Chief Helen Jarvis said the tribunal would be a role model that offers “an unprecedented opportunity for judicial reform”.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to see the ECCC being a positive role model for the Cambodian courts, when the process to date has been so flawed.

In May 2005, the government claimed that it could afford to pay only $1.5m of its agreed $13.3m contribution to the tribunal, and asked the international community to supply the rest. The remaining $11.8m was eventually provided by the Japanese government through its bilateral aid funding. The following year, the hard-up Cambodian government spent $5m to buy a townhouse in Manhattan for its ambassador to the UN.

In May 2006, the appointment of the Cambodian judges and prosecutors to the ECCC was met with a storm of criticism for the very poor records of many of them with respect to judicial independence, competence and qualifications. The appointees included Major-General Ney Thol, the Military Court president and a CPP central committee member, who less than a year beforehand had presided over the show trial of opposition parliamentarian Cheam Channy. Ney Thol, who does not hold a law degree but is studying for one in political science, had also presided over the politically-motivated trials of Prince Norodom Ranariddh and his subordinates in 1998. Other appointments include Yar Sokhan, who presided over the show trial of Funcinpec parliamentarian Prince Norodom Sirivudh in 1996; Thou Mony, who twice ruled against Born Samnang and Sok Sam Oeun, and who acquitted Hun Sen’s nephew of manslaughter in 2004 under dubious circumstances; Thong Ol, who acquitted Khmer Rouge commander Chhouk Rin of murder charges in 2000; Nil Non, who admitted in a 2002 interview that he had taken money from parties in court cases; and Pen Pich Saly, who has never served as a judge. Defending the appointments, ECCC spokesman Reach Sambath said that the tribunal would give the judges a chance to “rebuild their reputations”, while Hun Sen said that critics of the appointments were “animals” who “want to seduce their own parents”.

---
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In February 2007, serious allegations were reported by a US-based legal NGO that ECCC Cambodian staff had to pay kickbacks to their superiors in exchange for being employed. The United Nations Development Program (which funds the ECCC) commissioned an audit of the ECCC but for months refused to make public its findings. After widespread condemnation of this lack of transparency, the audit report was finally disclosed. The auditors said they “found no evidence that would conclusively support” the allegations, while at the same time they acknowledged they had not specifically investigated the accusations. The audit did however reveal a host of “serious lapses” in the recruitment of Cambodian staff for the ECCC, and it recommended all their contracts be nullified and the hiring process be restarted from scratch. The auditors went so far as to say that, if the Cambodian side of ECCC did not agree to essential reforms, UNDP should give “serious consideration” to withdrawing from the tribunal.

In March 2007, Ky Tech, the controversial President of the Cambodian Bar Association, issued a demand for annual fees of up to $4,900 to be paid by foreign lawyers acting in the ECCC - even for those working pro bono to represent victims. The international tribunal judges stated that such fees would “severely limit the right of accused and victims to select counsel of their choice”, hence compromising the fairness of the tribunal and providing potential grounds for appeal. The demand was eventually reduced to $500 following discussions with diplomats, including the Japanese government, which provides assistance to the Bar Association. An unwarranted payment that is demanded to ensure that activities can be carried out, and which has no basis in any law or contractual agreement, is usually known as a “bribe”.

There are serious issues of unlawful and excessive pre-trial detention regarding the first person indicted by the tribunal, Khmer Rouge prison commandant Kaing Khek Iev, known as “Duch”. He has been detained without trial since 1999, in contravention of both Cambodian and international law. Although his detention began prior to the formal establishment of the ECCC in 2006, the Cambodian authorities’ decisions to keep him detained without trial were explicitly linked to the pending tribunal. Duch was unlawfully detained by Cambodia’s Military Court, which does not have jurisdiction over civilians (as Duch was at the time of his arrest); Military Court president Ney Thol is now one of the Cambodian judges on the ECCC. In July 2007, Duch was indicted by the ECCC and transferred to its jurisdiction. Given that the tribunal is legally required to comply with the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which requires that criminal suspects be brought to trial within a reasonable period of time, Duch’s vastly excessive detention could provide legal grounds for dismissal of the charges against him. (As of early November 2007, this issue was due to go before the ECCC’s Pre-Trial Chamber for a ruling.)

It is a matter of grave concern that, before a single suspect has been brought to trial, the ECCC was already tarnished by excessive pre-trial detention, allegations of corruption and other unwarranted demands for payment, lack of transparency, and the assignment of Cambodian judges with track records of serious political bias. Far from being a role model, it appears that the tribunal is so far serving to reinforce and reward the very worst aspects of the Cambodian judicial system.

---

103 The auditors maintained that the allegations - because they related to staff appointed by the Cambodian government, not the UN - were outside their jurisdiction to investigate.
105 Statement from the Review Committee of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, 16 March 2007.
9. The Courts and Reform

Legal and Judicial Reform has been a declared priority of the donor community since the UNTAC era, and the Cambodian government has repeatedly declared its commitment to this. Millions of dollars have been poured into reform programs, working in particular with research, legislative drafting, training of court and law enforcement officials, judicial mentoring and the improvement of court and prison facilities.

But has it helped?

The courts have undoubtedly improved in some respects since 1992. In the assessment of legal analyst Dr Lao Mong Hay, he points out that:

- Our judges and prosecutors are generally more competent:
  - They have more knowledge and understanding of laws and procedure;
  - They are more articulate, more open to debates, keener to learn more;
  - They are more insistent with regard to evidence.

- They have adhered more to the rule of law:
  - More compliance with the criminal procedure;
  - Less submission to and more assertive in their relations with the police;
  - Trial judges inform the accused of their rights.

However, the most important area of all has seen no change whatsoever. The political and financial influence over the courts is as strong as it has ever been, and there is nothing to suggest that this will change.

According to Dr Lao, “Among all the reform programs, the government is the least serious about the legal and judicial program and it has been dragging its feet.”\textsuperscript{106} He is not alone in this assessment. Even the World Bank has shelved a planned Legal and Judicial Reform project because of “growing concerns within the Bank regarding a lack of senior-level RGC commitment to the implementation of a concerted legal and judicial reform agenda within the Executive and Judicial branches of the Government.”\textsuperscript{107}

Nonetheless, others in the donor community continue to commit large sums of money to legal and judicial reform within the framework of the government’s National Strategic Development Plan, despite the notable lack of any significant improvement in access to justice. The government continues to make promises it does not keep, while maintaining a façade of progress. As one donor has noted, the government prepares innumerable plans and establishes numerous councils on good governance issues. Yet “in almost every case, the plans and councils are little more than a studied attempt to tell donors what they want to

\textsuperscript{106} Correspondence with LICADHO, June 2007.
\textsuperscript{107} Kingdom of Cambodia, 2005 CAS Completion Report, World Bank, March 30, 2005.
hear [...]. Even cursory examination of the reality behind the rhetoric reveals neither substance nor political will.”  

A significant part of the problem lies in the fact that there is currently no system in place to determine whether or not these multi-million dollar reform efforts are actually having a positive impact on justice in Cambodia. Success is measured in terms of short-term outputs such as laws passed, training courses conducted and buildings constructed. But it is a deeply flawed assumption to think that the passage of a given law, for example, will necessarily result in an improved quality of justice, when the courts have demonstrated themselves quite willing to ignore existing laws as soon as political and financial considerations come into play.

Extensive efforts are already being made by Cambodian civil society to monitor and report on the performance of the judiciary, such as the Court Watch project established by the Center for Social Development, which currently monitors six courts, although does not look into issues of corruption or political interference. Human rights organizations including LICADHO also regularly monitor court proceedings throughout Cambodia and make public their observations and analyses. Although some individual reform projects do acknowledge this work, there is still no systematic attempt to incorporate monitoring results into the overall judicial reform program.

The failure to establish a monitoring system for judicial reform underlies the seeming inability of most donors to accept that their current initiatives simply are not working. And, as Louise Arbour pointed out, court reform remains “the single most important area in which Cambodia needs to make progress”. Failure in court reform means failure in democratic reform, failure in economic reform and failure in social reform. A monitoring system for the judiciary therefore needs to form the basis of all aid that is supplied to Cambodia - not merely aid to judicial and legal reform.

The government is unlikely to welcome benchmarks based on the reality of justice in Cambodia, or indeed any further conditions placed on aid. On more than one occasion, Prime Minister Hun Sen made a point of publicly praising the Chinese government for supplying aid without strings. Yet the donor community has a responsibility to the Cambodian people - and in the case of the bilateral donors, to their own taxpayers - to insist on linking all future assistance to stringent monitoring of the Cambodian judiciary.

---
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10. Recommendations

Many of the key reforms required in the Cambodian judiciary have been recommended time and time again by human rights advocates. LICADHO still maintains the importance of many such reforms, including the passage of the remaining seven “key laws” (if done with full consultation and consideration for human rights standards), the incorporation of the new Judicial Code of Ethics into legislation (with clearly defined punitive measures and strict enforcement), and the comprehensive overhaul and depoliticization of both the Supreme Council of Magistracy and the Constitutional Council.

However, LICADHO believes that true reform will not simply come with the passing of new laws and policies, and that the Cambodian government’s claims to making progress in reforms need to be judged by the actual actions of the courts on a daily basis. Cambodia’s donors must be more coordinated in their approach to legal and judicial reform, set stringent benchmarks for measuring improvements, and send a unified message to the government that “mere rhetoric, and enactment of laws that are not enforced, will no longer suffice”. In order to insist on meaningful reforms which have a real impact on the lives of Cambodians, the international donor community must understand, accept and engage with the reality of justice in Cambodia.

LICADHO therefore recommends the establishment of an independent commission by the donor community to monitor the Cambodian judiciary.

The commission should:

- have the sole purpose of independently and objectively monitoring the Cambodian judiciary
- be established in an equitable partnership by Cambodia’s international donor partners
- be staffed by highly-qualified professionals
- be wholly autonomous in its funding
- be wholly independent of interference from any national or international sources
- be wholly transparent in all spheres of its work, and ensure that all outputs are immediately made public
- be granted the freedom to deliver its findings without fear of retribution
- form close partnerships with Cambodian and international civil society organizations engaged in both qualitative and quantitative measurement of the supply of justice, accept data from all concerned sources and review objectively
- commission new monitoring projects and studies as appropriate

• monitor the entire Cambodian court system, including all provincial and municipal courts, the military court, appeals court, supreme court and any additional courts that are established, such as the proposed commercial court

• consider not only the cases that come before the judicial system, but the cases that fail to be taken up

• not interfere in any way with the conduct of judicial proceedings

The establishment of the commission must be a long-term commitment; the data it provides to be used by the donor community to develop long-term strategies for legal and judicial reform.

LICADHO stands ready to assist and advise the donor community in the creation of this crucial body, and to fully cooperate with a truly independent commission.